
   

o Argy v Blunts: This includes when a real estate agent is concerned. Though the agent 
may be liable to misleading or deceptive conduct.  

 E v Australian Red Cross: Not for profit organisations might a trading corporations. 
However, transactions involving gratuitous acts were held to be outside the scope of the act. 
May include medical transactions if consideration in a payment of fees, it falls within the act. 

 Durant v Greiner: Politicians and their policy statements fall outside the scope of the act.  
 Plimer v Roberts: Mr Roberts in making representations about finding Noah’s ark were not 

‘in’ trade and commerce. The misrepresentations were not ‘about’ the services (lectures) or 
‘about’ the goods ‘audio or video tapes of lectures’ but were ‘part of the lectures 
themselves.  

 Robin v Canberra International Airport: Public commentators and lobby groups hold 
promotions that too indirectly connected with trade and commerce to be part of the act.  

Meaning of ‘classes of persons mislead’ s 18 ACL 
 Compomar Sociedad v Nike: TEST: “What is the likely reaction to the representation by 

ordinary or reasonable members of the class to whom the representation is made?”.  
o RULE 1: Must determine the class of people the conduct is intended to be directed 

or reasonably anticipated to be directed to. 
 For conduct directed to the public at large (e.g. false claims in ad) the 

benchmark is the ‘ordinary’ or ‘reasonable’ consumer of the product. MUST 
identify a representative member of the class.  

o RULE 2: If it comes down to P’s own erroneous assumptions, you must disregard 
‘extreme or fanciful’ assumptions. E.g. not misleading/deceptive to have the same 
brand name where the two products are very different.  

 Taco v Taco Bell: TEST: 
o First: The section/s of public by reference to whom the question of whether the 

conduct is or is likely to be misleading must be identified. 
o Second: Matter to be considered by reference to all who come within it: 

 “including the astute and the gullible, the intelligent and the not so 
intelligent” etc. see PARKDALE V PUXU for more detail.  

 The ‘ordinary’ person is not necessarily particularly intelligent, well- 
informed or educated, but is not ‘extraordinarily stupid’.  

o Third: Evidence that some persons within that section have in fact formed an 
erroneous assumption is admissible but is not essential. 

o Forth: Must enquire why proven misconception has arisen. Evidence (from three) 
only able to be evaluated if inquired about why the assumption was made. Whether 
they are confused because of the misleading and deceptive conduct on the part of 
the respondent or for some other reason.  

o For misleading and deceptive conduct to be concluded, must take into account 
context in which the conduct took place. A question of facts and circumstances.  

 Parkdale v PUXU: Consumers were held to take active precautions to check maker’s marks 
before purchases of furniture (especially where they looked similar). HELD: s18 not breached 
where the conduct, in all the circumstances, was not misleading or deceptive but where the 
error was caused only because of P’s own erroneous assumptions.  

o S18 “cannot have been intended to be imposed for the benefit of the persons who 
fail to take reasonable care of their own interests.” Gibbs CJ 

o S18 prohibits conduct that leads or is likely to lead into error the reasonable 
member of the target audience. 



   

 ‘likely’ means ‘has the capacity of tendency to mislead- not necessary to 
show that any person has actually be misled. 

  “Necessary to isolate by some criterion a member of that class.” 
 Knowledge and experience of a person of that class is a relevant modifier of 

the test. If a whole class is relevant, consider all who come within the class 
including “the astute and the gullible, the intelligent and the not so 
intelligent, the well- educated as well as the poorly educated, men and 
women of various ages pursuing a variety of vocations.” 

 Must take in whole and all surrounding circumstances: 
 The care likely to be taken in making the purchase decision. 
 The information that comes with the product. 

 Fraser v NRMA- Fiduciary duty 
o Proposals sent out by NRMA claimed to be m/d conduct due to repetition of ‘free 

shares’ in the prospectus and the failure of NRMA to distinguished between the 
impact of the proposals between members of the two organisations.  

o HELD: A general law duty will (usually) tip the scales from silence to conduct. 
NRMA’s duty to disclose relevant information arises as part of their fiduciary duty 
under s 1022. The information would enable members to judge for themselves 
whether to attend the meeting and vote for or against the proposal or whether to 
leave the matter to be determined by a majority attending and voting at the 
meeting.  

 Google v ASIC- search engine operators ads 
o ‘sponsored links’- not misleading as Google did not author the sponsored links and 

had merely published, without endorsement, the misleading implied 
representations made by the advertisers.  

o The relevant class of consumers consisted of persons with a basic but not necessarily 
detailed knowledge of how search engines operate. Ordinary rather than specialised 
knowledge.  

Future matters/ Unfulfilled promises s18 ACL 
 Bill Acceptance v GWA: Promise/prediction not m/d conduct unless they had knowledge of 

their falsity or it was made with reckless indifference.  
o Once recipient and reliance is established, the representor must prove that they had 

reasonable grounds to say and believe that ‘representation as to future matter.” 
 James v ANZ Banking Group: Representations about future matters that are honestly made 

and based on reasonable grounds is not misleading just because it does not come to pass.  
o Misleading if: 

 Person does not believe the representation or is recklessly indifferent to its 
truth 

 There is no objectively reasonable basis for the representation; or 
 There are important assumptions underlying representation or qualifications 

to which it is subject that are not expressed. 
o Mortgage broker represented ability to obtain long term interest finance held to be 

misleading because there was no evidence that he had the capacity to raise the loan.  
 Wheeler Grace v Wright: Gold mining investments Told all good things (potentially correct). 

Representor believed correctness but did not qualify. 
o M/d conduct if you don’t qualify statements that demand qualification (or disclosure 

of possibility of non-fulfilment) 



   

 Honest belief is not enough- statement should not have been made int hat 
unqualified form 

 Look at facts/ circumstances- test is not totally dependent upon proof of 
intent to m/d conduct. 

 Forrest v ASIC: “binding term’ may be misleading if used to describe an unenforceable 
agreement in a communication with an intended audience who is ‘unsophisticated’ with 
regard to matters concerning business and financial investment. 

o Must take into account imputed knowledge and characteristics of intended audience 
to determine whether terms with a specific legal or technical meaning were m/d 
conduct.  

o If words ‘binding contract’ are used must accurately summarise the terms of the 
relevant agreements and should be support by evidence that the parties intended 
the agreements to be binding.  

Silence s18 ACL 
 Henjo Investments v Collins Marrickville: (restaurant) Henjo operated restaurant with max 

seating 84 people. Operated with capacity for 128. Collins contract to buy restaurant having 
been informed of 128 seating capacity. Solicitor didn’t research for the licence which would 
have revealed the situation. Discovered after purchase. HELD: m/d conduct for Henjo to fail 
to disclose licence liable for damages.  

o Silence is m/d conduct in certain circumstances. 
 Duty to disclose is not confined to particular relationships e.g. 

trustee/beneficiary, solicitor/client etc.  
 Must look to the facts and circumstances. 

 Demagogue v Remensky: (driveway) R bought land on plan. D did not disclose that no lawful 
access from land to public road. HELD: m/d conduct due to expectation that access is 
something that would be disclosed. Contract was to be rescinded.  

o m/d conduct if circumstances give rise to a reasonable expectation that if a relevant 
fact exists it will be disclosed.  

o Must look at facts and circumstances to determine whether silence m/d or is likely 
to m/d  

o No general duty of disclosure. 
o Examine silence as a circumstance and then whether there had been m/d conduct. 

 Leda Holdings v Oraka: Lessor was not held to be required to update a commercial lessee 
on a changing inoccupation rate. Commercial dealing. No m/d (no reasonable expectation of 
disclosure) as there were at ‘arm’s length’ in commercial situation. It is normal for one party 
to be aware of information that the other is not aware of.  

o Cases involving commercial transactions where parties are dealing at arm’s length, 
the courts are more inclined to find that one party’s silence does not constitute 
engaging in conduct amounting to a violation of s 18(1).  

 Miller v BMW: (loan)  
o To determine whether a fact should be reasonably expected to be disclosed: 

 Consider effect or likely effect of non-disclosure unmediated by prior 
erroneous assumptions or beliefs or high moral expectations held by one 
person.  

o Relevant circumstances to take into account: 
 Knowledge of persons to whom the conduct is directed 



   

 Existence of common assumptions and practices established between 
parties or prevailing in the particular profession, trade or industry in which 
they carry on business.  

o S18 does not require commercial parties to volunteer information which will be of 
assistance to the decision- making of the other party. If the other party is of equal 
bargaining power and competence, the party has no obligation to help them avoid 
the consequences of careless disregard.  

Loss and Damage/ Disclaimer Clause s18 ACL 
 Henjo Investments v Collins Marrickville: Damages must be reasonable with regard to: 

o Their connection between losses and the contravention of s18 (P must have done, 
refrained from doing something because of D) and 

o Whether or not the damage could have been mitigated. 
 Gould v Vaggelas: Elements for connection between loss and conduct: 

o Representee must have relied upon the representation 
o If a material representation is made which is calculated to induce the representee to 

enter into the contract, and that person enters into the contract, reliance/ 
inducement may be inferred. 

o This is a rebuttable inference 
o Representation need not be the sole inducement 

 Lam v Ausintel Investments: In a commercial setting, one party is not under any obligation 
to the other to bring forth information that may cause the other party to take a different 
negotiating stance. Commercial setting is an exception. 

 Neilsen v Hempstead Holdings: Even if P could have checked and seen that D was lying, 
reliance and causal link still not broken. P entered into contract in part due to D’s m/d 
conduct. ONE of the causes. 

 Rumpe v Camrol: If the m/d conduct is found out by P before entering into the contract, this 
will nullify the m/d conduct. No m/d conduct as P knew and thus can’t prove that the 
damage was caused by m/d conduct.  

 Butcher v Lachlan Elder: If a reasonable reader would have read a disclaimer and a 
reasonable reader would have understood it, it is to be taken into account as one but not 
the only circumstance in determining if conduct was m/d. Disclaimer may absolve the 
liability of D. Must look at: 

o Conduct of agent in relation to P 
o What each party knew about the other 
o D’s conduct as a whole 

 Campbell v Backoffice: all the conduct must be considered in relation with the document 
(disclaimer) including preparation and distribution of the document and any statement, 
action, silence or inaction in connection with the document. Declaration of non-reliance 
forms may factor into the facts and circumstances and may be persuasive in proving non- 
reliance, breaking causality.  

Assessment of Damages s236 ACL 
 Gates v CML Assurance: Paid $2.08 per month for life insurance. Told would get lump sum if 

injured to stop work. Got injured. Court awarded only $2.08 per the 4 months he paid rather 
than lump sum as that is what he lost due to reliance.  



   

 Sellars v Adelaide Petroleum: Loss is not what P EXPECTED/was promised. Loss is amount 
you have lost because of reliance. If it is a loss of opportunity, calculate possibility that P 
would have dealt with D and take that from the offer price.  

 Kizbeau v WG: P bought conference centre to seat 100 ppl. Council says no approval to have 
centre. P got town planning approval for 50 ppl. Loss was not the whole conference centre 
as P always had it for 50 ppl, the loss was the 50 ppl difference.  

 Marks v GIO Australia: M borrowed from GIO on one rate but then GIO changed the rate 
and gave him 6 months to refinance then charged other rate thereafter: 

o Can’t prove that ‘but for’ the m/d conduct he would have borrowed from elsewhere. 
o Only loss was when the rate changed.  
o P was able to avoid the loss 

 Henville v Walker: The amount of the damages for loss suffered as the result of a 
contravention of s18 is determined by asked what measure of damages properly conforms 
to the remedial purpose of the statute and does justice and equity in the circumstances.  

o P asked how must his development plan would sell for. D overstated figures and 
understated cost of building. 

o Although m/d made by D was only ONE cause of the loss, P could recover all loss 
from D.  

 Murphy v Overton: Two main issues in case: 
o When do damages begin to accrue for a breach 

 Damages under s236 are compensatory; no compensation for potential loss.  
 Loss only compensated when it becomes actual loss rather than when the 

conduct occurs.  
o How should damages be assessed when there is a continuing relationship between 

contractual parties.  
 Loss is not limited to economic loss.  
 In continuing relationships, damages assessed to prevent m/d conduct from 

continuing in future.  
 Can be compensated for loss of capital and loss of revenue.  

 HTW Valuers v Astonland: Bought shopping centre. Told new centre opening nearby, 
shopping centre valueless. 

o Valuation evidence is not the total (at time of purchased was the amount paid worth 
the centre) 

o Look at real value: factoring later events that diminished the value.  

Meaning of “a person involved in a contravention” s2 ACL 
 Yorke v Lucas: Intent to m/d is not necessary but a party must aid and abet, induce, be 

knowingly concerned in or conspire with others to give effect to the contravention. Requires 
intentional involvement in the contravention, not intention to commit a contravention.  

 Rural Press v ACCC: Accused must know the facts giving rise to the contravention- including 
essential elements of the offence (even if they don’t appreciate that the conduct constituted 
a contravention.) 

o No requirement for proof of intent. 
 Houghton v Arms: Employees could be personally liable for false and misleading 

representations that they make in the course of their employers’ trade or commerce. 
Employees made error about procedural requirements of a third party. Conduct was not 
malicious, only negligence, enough to be involved in the contravention.  


